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February 2015
includes work to build strong working
relationships with neighboring clubs, work to
provide a club operating station complete with
towers and antennas, license classes and
testing, and our clubs membership growth.

President’s Message
Two years ago Harry reluctantly took
another go at being SPARC's President. The
then VP George wished to step down from his
post and some, new to the club, punk was
named VP. That very same punk will now be
writing this column for the next 2 years.
Hopefully also leading the club to further
prosperity and development in the process.

As I look to the list I see many other
goals we as a club can achieve. One particular I
wish to bring forth as the goal for the next 2
years.
To recognize that the most valuable resources
is our members.

One of the gifts bestowed to me by
Harry were the bylaws and other documents
pertaining to the club. One of these documents
included a Vision 2000 list of goals. For all not
familiar, Vision 2000 documents were a hot
trend in the 80's and 90's as a way to look to the
coming century and set long term goals that an
organization should strive to achieve.

We have to, as a group, maintain our
strength as a band of members; protecting it,
and all the gains the club has made over the
years. This includes the civility and respect for
our fellow brethren. Behavior not becoming of,
is not within the purvue of this or any hobby.
We as a group will need to rally
together to further accomplish this list of
Vision 2000 goals. These include

As I read the document we should be
proud that many of the list can be successfully
checked off. These include,
o An operating building open to current
members
o Annual membership growth rate of 10%
o License training and testing
o Projects with neighboring clubs
o Practical exercises and hands on training
o Contesting as training for emergency
operations
o A club of builders and tinkerers
o A club that leads the way in EPA
As I sit newly elected as President of
SPARC I am reminded of how many of these
have solidified over the last few years. This
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Tuesday, 24 March 2015, 7:00PM SPARC
meeting at the Rapho Twp. Municipal Bldg.,
971 N. Colebrook Rd., Rapho Twp.
(Manheim P.O. 17545 for GPS).

o Sustainable non-labor intensive revenue
o A youth outreach program
o Strong media outreach
And of course
Recognizing that the most valuable resource is
our members.
There are many projects we as a club
wish to endeavor. These projects cannot be
accomplished by one or two members but by a
concerted effort from the membership at whole.

The March license test session will be at 6:00
PM prior to the club meeting. Those wishing
to test should let me know by email at
AB3RK@ ARRL.NET so we can be properly
prepared.
Rich Kaelberer (AB3RK- CVE)

So where do we go, what do we do?
This all pertains to what have WE have gotten
ourselves into? Over the next few years we
should work to further check off goals of the
Vision 2000 and maintain those we have
already achieved. We should further our
commitment to the community, our hobby, and
our members. We should continue to grow in
size, abilities, and offerings to our members.
Lastly we should always remember to respect
and maintain civility to all including the
membership, as we are the most valuable
resource.

Monthly Breakfast
The second Saturday of every month at 0800
is a SPARC breakfast at Gus's Keystone
Restaurant, 1050 W. Main St, Mt Joy, PA.
Contact Gerry Wagner, KB3SSZ, for more
details. Everyone interested in Amateur Radio
is invited to attend. See
http://guskeystone.com/ for restaurant details.

Other Events
Astronomy Enthusiasts of Lancaster
County Wednesday, March 11 6:30pm –
7:30pm Lititz Public Library, 651 Kissel Hill
Road, Lititz, PA 1754. “Journey Through the
Solar System- Jupiter” Presenter- David Farina

I look forward to leading this group of
members into the future and achieving goals as
set forth as a group of valuable members.

See http://www.aelc.us/ for more details.
73,

Thursday March 12, 2015 Launch readiness
date for the Magnetospheric Multiscale (MMS)
mission. A Solar Terrestrial Probes mission
comprising four identically instrumented
spacecraft that will use Earth’s magnetosphere
as a laboratory to study the microphysics of
three fundamental plasma processes: magnetic
reconnection, energetic particle acceleration,
and turbulence. These processes occur in all
astrophysical plasma systems but can be
studied in situ only in our solar system and
most efficiently only in Earth’s magnetosphere,
where they control the dynamics of the
geospace environment and play an important
role in the processes known as “space
weather.”

Kevin K3LLC

Coming Events
Tuesday, 24 Febuary 2015, 7:00PM SPARC
meeting at the Rapho Twp. Municipal Bldg.,
971 N. Colebrook Rd., Rapho Twp.
(Manheim P.O. 17545 for GPS).
The discussion topic is the proposed new
operating building at the club site. This is a
large club project for our future success your
participation is needed.
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Thanks to Lance Collister, W7GJ, for the tip on
this mission.

K1N, the Navassa DXpedition, which is on
the air as I write this, has been on six meters on
an irregular basis. The HF oriented operation
did bring six meter equipment to the island,
although by most standards the six meter
station is inadequate for serious weak signal
work. It consists of a 100 watt transceiver and 5
element yagi. (The six meter yagi is shown in
figure 1). There is no dedicated operator, and
the equipment is located in the mess tent.
There is a breakable beacon on 50.103MHz. If
the beacon is broken by a signal, and someone
in the mess tent hears it, there may be a reply.
Despite the secondary status of the station, as
of February 11th, 220 six meter contacts have
been logged.

Editor’s Notes
Thanks to the authors who have made this issue
possible. Note that Europeans use a day –
month-year format for dates. That shows up in
a couple of articles in this issue.
We are getting some inexperienced new
members and some beginner articles are
welcome. Any authors out there?
The theme this month is looking forward to the
year ahead. The February meeting topic is
about our operating building project. It is not
too early to be thinking Field Day, our largest
operation of the year.
With all my broken antennas, the January VHF
contest was a 6m and 223.500MHz operation
only. I worked more contacts and more grids
on 223 than on 6m. SPARC members K3QF
and K3TUF were on 223.500. I tried
223.580MHz hoping to work somebody in
Lebanon County. Instead, I worked Lancaster
County stations KA3SOM and W3HD who use
the frequency as an intercom. That was a
surprise to me.

Fig. 1 K1N Six Meter Antenna
The vast majority of the K1N six meter
contacts have been to South America via the
evening TEP. A screenshot from the ON4KST
chat page (figure 2) shows the general extent of
the TEP openings. Several US stations have
worked K1N on meteor or io-scatter.

Keep those cards and letters coming!
73, George, W3FEY

Six Meter DX Report
11 February 2015
The general news about six meters from this
area is that it is like a corpse - dead, dead, dead.
There are a couple of interesting items worth
mentioning, however.
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The K1N operation has caused some
controversy with the Radio Club d’Haiti. The
operation itself has again raised the issue of
sovereignty over the island, and a comment on
the K1N website, since removed, triggered an
angry response from the Radio Club d’Haiti. A
copy of the email to the ARRL and other
organizations is attached at end of this
newsletter.
At this end I’ve heard several shorts bursts
from K1N while monitoring .103 in the
evenings and early morning but without
knowing that there is an operator at the radio
ready to make the most of a meteor burst or
ionospheric hot spot there is no sense in calling.
Dave NZ3M in Elizabethtown has heard very
little if anything. The operation wraps up this
weekend so it is not looking good for a Navassa
contact on six meters from this area.
There is another ongoing DXpedition to the
Caribbean – the 7163 Net group is operating
under the call signs KG4HI KG4YL, KG4RQ,
and KG4AS from Guantanamo Bay from
February 6th-13th 2015. Although no six meter
contacts have been made yet, there either have
been or will be attempts to operate on that band
as well as HF. Terry KG4RX and Ken KG4RO
did mount an M2 6M5HG yagi during their
DXpediton a couple years ago so there is a
good, antenna for six.
Other than what I’ve mentioned we are in
the doldrums until we approach the spring
equinox. Then it’s time to look for TEP and
perhaps an Es link to TEP to the South Pacific.
Keep your powder dry.

Fig. 2 ON4KST Six Meter Paths 2-10- 2015
(Full size at the end of this newsletter)

The lucky stations include Ken AC4TO, Terry
K4RX, N3XX, WG4Fand N8PR in Florida,
Ray WA4NJP in Georgia, KN5O in Louisiana,
and several others in Florida and surrounding
Gulf Coast areas. Stations in Puerto Rico,
other Caribbean islands and Central America
have also made the grade. For stations farther
away, the lack of a full time operator makes
contacts almost impossible. However, the
station has been heard at remarkable distances.
On February 8th, at the time K1N was working
KN5O in Louisiana, it was heard via a weak Es
link by K6QXY in northern California and
W6TOD near Bakersfield. Unfortunately
because of the lack of an experienced six meter
operator what could have been remarkable
contacts were not made. As of the latest log
update tonight, K1N has made 162 contacts
with South American stations, 57 with North
American stations, and one contact each in
Europe and Africa.

73, Chris Patterson W3CMP
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ARES/RACES

Nearby Nets of Local Interest
If you need information on access tones etc, the
referenced web sites below will usually provide
the information needed. For more information,
see http://arcc-inc.org/arc-fdbas.html
Monday Ephrata Area Repeater Society Net
9:00 PM on 145.450MHz.
Monday Keystone VHF Club
Combined Club & ARES/RACES Net 8:30PM
on 146.970MHz.

As part of the SPARC commitment to emergency
communications, the SPARC repeater system is
maintained as available for linking with other area
repeaters.

Monday South Mountain Radio Amateurs
SMRA Club Net 9:00PM on 145.430MHz

Lancaster County RACES VHF Net is held on the first
Tuesday of the month at 2030 hours local time on the
145.310 MHz repeater in Rawlinsville.

SSB net 9:00PM on 146.210MHz. May be
slightly delayed by SMRA club net.

The Lancaster County primary ARES/RACES repeater
is on 145.310 MHz with minus offset and 118.8 PL.

Tuesday Digital Net 8:00 PM on the York
146.970MHz Repeater -- This is a busy digital
data training net for beginners and advanced
users. The primary mode used is MT63-2k.
Other experimental modes are also used.

Pennsylvania RACES HF Nets are held at 3993.5 kHz
LSB on all Sundays except holidays.
The statewide net is on the first Sunday of the month at
0800 hours local time.
The Central Area (including Lancaster County) net is
at 08:30 local time.

Morse Code Net Tuesday, 2000 local time
(8:00p). SMRA repeater 145.430- (67.0 Hz)
with alternate frequency of 146.460+ (1,000
kHz offset, tone 67.0 Hz)

EPA NBEMS Net, Tuesday, 7:30pm local
EST,
3.5920mhz Mode: Olivia 8/500 1khz,
Net Mgr: WA3WSJ@arrl.net

NEW
Wednesday York County SSB Net 7:45PM
on 50.135MHz. Informal net getting started.
Contact Steve Cruse, K3WHC, for more
information.

SPARC Nets
SPARC holds nets every Tuesday at 2100
local time on 145.230 MHz minus offset and
PL of 118.8. The 449.975MHz repeater is
linked to the 2m repeater for the net.

Wednesday Red Rose Repeater Association
Net 8:30 PM on 147.015MHz. This is an
experiment to see if net attendance improves by
starting a half-hour earlier.

Club Officers
President Kevin Lampo – K3LLC
Vice President Scott Lithgow – KN3A
Secretary – Peg Hamm –KB3SCA
Treasurer – David St. Pierre - AB3VJ
Repeater Trustee - Dave Payne - N3LOM

Wednesday QCWA Net 9:00PM on
146.97MHz.
Thursday Lancaster Radio Transmitting
Society Net 9:00 PM on 145.390MHz
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Friday Lebanon County Digital Roundup
Net 8:PM on the EARS 145.450MHz (tone
100.0Hz) repeater.
I cover all types of digital/data modes, training
on computer/radio interfacing and message
handling.
The primary focus is with Fldigi and Flmsg and
lots of SSTV, using MMSSTV. The nets are
always very informal and have sometimes
lasted for 2 or more hours to cover all the
evening’s interest.

Two EPA Nets Now Accessible via Echolink
Posted By: egroups_n3sw egroups_n3sw
Mon Aug 27, 2012 11:40 pm
<>The EPA AA3RG and Echolink Traffic Net
(EAETN) has been accessible since its
inception via Echolink at node AA3RG-R
(#149493). See the group Calendar for more
information. [Thursday 8:00PM]
<>Now the Capital Area Traffic Net (CATN) is
also accessible via Echolink at node
N3TWT-R (#743026). See the group Calendar
for more information. All (licensed hams) are
welcome to join in on these nets.
73 -Scott N3SW EPA STM-

73,
Bob Sanborn/AB3GF
Sunday Info Net
On the N3TUQ 900MHz repeater: 8:30PM
Output: 927.5875MHz Input: 902.5875MHz
(-25MHz) PL 114.8Hz.
The N3TUQ 900MHz repeater is located on the
LVSRA tower on Cornwall Mountain.

<>AA3C note: To visit our group on the web,
go to NTS-EPA Group web site:
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/nts-epa/
Both nets will utilize the 146.640(tx-) MHz.
Transmit access tone: 82.5 Hz.
AA3RG Repeater. http://www.aa3rg.org/

Net control: Bob Howard, KB3QAQ
For more information visit
http://www.n3tuq.com/repeater.aspx

PACKRAT MONDAY NIGHT NETS
Visit the Mt Airy VHF Radio Club at:

http://packratvhf.com/airtimes.htm for the latest

QRZ News Publication

information on VHF/UHF nets.

QRZ News is published monthly. The
deadline for submission of items for
publication is 11 days before the regular
membership meeting on the fourth Tuesday of
each month. If material is not copy and paste
ready for publication, more lead time is
required.

NTS Eastern Area Phone net
3.917 at 4:00 PM daily for traffic going to
EPA, MDC, WPA and Maryland. We have a
callup, pass any traffic, after that a round of
comments. Traffic manager is WA3QPX. Net
could use more checkins from EPA as we
normally only get one checkin from EPA and
sometimes none. This is where the Fone traffic
for EPA net normally comes from. Any
questions I will be on 3.917 at 4:00 PM.
73 , Paul, WA3QPX

We operate on an exchange basis with other not
for profit publications. Articles printed in QRZ
News may be reprinted in a not for profit
publication provided proper credit is given.
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Receiving the International Space
Station SSTV

QRZ News is archived at
http://www.k3ir.org/

Pictures of Dead Cosmonauts

Amateur Radio Auxiliary Networks

The Russian Cosmonauts on board the ISS
have been sending pictures via slow scan TV
using a mode called PD180. I was able to copy
them quite easily. My setup is a Yaesu FT-8100
feeding a SignaLink USB sound card to a
Windows computer. You can always connect
the external speaker output of your 2 meter
radio directly to the mic. Input of your
computer's sound card. The antenna I used is a
Comet GP-1 dual band vertical about 2/3 of the
way up my 40 foot tower.

For emergency communications take a look at
the SJEWN (San Jose Emergency Wireless
Network) Network.
http://hamradio.arc.nasa.gov/meetings/SCEWN
atAARC.html
They link the following locations and more...
Campbell EOC , Cisco EOC , Cupertino EOC ,
Foster City EOC , Los Altos Hills EOC , Menlo
Park EOC Moffett Field EOC , Palo Alto EOC
, San Jose Backup EOC , San Jose Backup
EOC , San Jose City EOC , San Jose Water Co
EOC , San Mateo County EOC , Santa Clara
City EOC Red Cross San Jose , Red Cross Palo
Alto , KRHV Civil Air Patrol , El Camino
Hospital , O'Conner Hospital , Palo Alto
Veterans Hospital , Stanford Hospital , San
Jose Regional Hospital , Valley Medical Center
Hospital
Another larger and closer group supporting
Hospitals and EOCs is:
http://www.remoteamateur.com/CPIN.aspx
There are many Radio Amateur IP Networks
being installed as backups to existing
communications at Hospitals and EOCs.

Comet GP-1 Mine is black

See also http://www.remoteamateur.com/
73,
Keith KB3TCB
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It seems the transmissions are going to continue
periodically. If you are an ARRL member
projected dates are published in the email
alerts.
Go ahead and get set up, then listen to the
Keystone Repeater, 146.97, on Tuesday
evenings from 8 to 9 PM. They often send
SSTV images and someone will be happy to
help you get things adjusted properly. Don't
forget to change back to 145.23 for the SPARC
net at 9:00.

Side mounted GP-1
You will need SSTV software. If you search
MMSSTV a bunch of sites pop up offering
downloads. I used
http://www.qsl.net/kf6ypq/mmsstv.html to
download the software. It is a free, safe,
download from this site.
80 Years Since the Birth of the Worlds First
Cosmonaut, Yuri Gagarin.

When you start the software you will not find
PD180 but not to worry. When the ISS
transmissions start the program will
automatically switch to the correct mode.
Next you will need a satellite tracking program.
I used Orbitron by Sabastian Stoff available at
http://www.stoff.pl/. There are also a lot of
apps for your smart phone. You don't have to
“track” the spacecraft but you will need to
know when it is going to be visible to your
antenna.
The pictures are transmitted on 145.80 FM.
Once I determined the first scheduled station
pass I listened for audio and watched the
picture appear. I left the radio on and went to
take care of some other tasks, including
catching a few zees. The next morning I found
8 pictures of varying quality saved in
MMSSTV.

Yuri Alexeyevich Gagarin 12.04.1961
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Ed Note: Thanks to Timur Tsend for translation
support.

SPARC IRLP Project
Let me start out by wishing everyone a Happy
New Year in hopes everyone came through the
holidays without any problems from the usual
overeating or spending too much etc.
As I spend a lot of time around the radio, being
in the virtual unemployment line, I have been
monitoring the SPARC UHF 449.975 with the
new IRLP now installed and operational. I've
noticed a few users but not an overwhelming
number, and as I listen it has become apparent
that we (SPARC) didn't do a thorough job of
explaining the proper operating procedure for
use of the IRLP. This is new technology to a lot
of folks. We are all in this together and it is
something new to learn. Hopefully I can shed
some light on the use of the IRLP.

Yuri Gagarin 12.04.1961

There are two types of nodes to connect to
direct and indirect. Direct connect ties the
SPARC repeater directly to another single
repeater. This is probably the most common
mode of use. Indirect is when you connect to a
reflector node. In this mode, many repeaters are
tied together thus covering a larger area. An
example of this is node 9109, the Alaska
reflector. This reflector is connected to
Soldotna, Anchorage, Valdor, Wasilla, Eagle
River, Birchwood, North Pole, Fairbanks and
others. The preferred connection as I say is the
direct connect single node.

Yuri Gagarin 12.04.1961

Good communication on any radio, or even in
life in general, is to listen! Listen before keying
the mic. Make sure the frequency is not in use.
Key the mic,with a slight pause before
speaking, announce your intentions; “KB3ZGF
bringing up the Lafayette Indiana node”. Make
sure the mic is keyed and using the keypad on

Yuri Gagarin
73,
Harry Bauder, WA3FFK
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the mic or the HT depending on what you are
using, press the designated numbers (4 of them)
to bring up the node. Let off the mic. Wait. You
will hear an announcement from the connected
repeater something like “node 4315 connected.
Welcome to West Lafayette Indiana repeater.”
If you entered the wrong node number or if the
node is offline, you may get an error code.
Recheck your number, but listen what the
announcement says. You simply may not be
able to connect.

You cannot attempt to connect to another node
without disconnecting from the present node.
Always listen!
Pause between transmissions. You are
connected to an IRLP. Someone else may want
to connect or join the conversation.
Do not leave the link up when you are done.
Even though it will time out after a while, it
should be brought down when you are
complete.

At this point LISTEN! You may be entering the
middle of a conversation. If there is no one on
the frequency you can then announce your
presence. Do NOT just give your call sign! One
of the more common methods is to say
something like “ This is KB3ZGF Lancaster
County, PA calling and looking for a contact”
It does not have to be exactly like that, but it
should be more than just a call sign. If the
frequency is in use LISTEN! You may jump in
by using the same procedure as if you were a
“local”, but always be courteous!

I cannot cover all the information in this forum
an operator should know. The information I
provided here WILL get you on the air at the
risk of not embarrassing yourself. I have tried
to cover some of the topics or procedures that I
have heard which seem to cause a few
problems for people just starting out. It's a great
addition to our club and as I said we all have to
learn how to use it. Don't be afraid to try it. I
would suggest you visit the following site:
http://www.irlp.net/. This is loaded with all the
information you need to know along with all
the node numbers. Because I frequently
monitor SPARC 449.975, please don't hesitate
to call if you need help, by phone at 717-5725409, or see myself, or my son Jim KB3ZGE at
a meeting.

Upon making a contact you are good to go! The
conversation can continue but keep in mind you
are a guest on someone else’s repeater. Use
courtesy. The conversation could include other
people either on the local side (SPARC) or the
visiting side, in a “round table” forum, but
SHOULD NOT contain back and forth
conversations among those that are local to
each other. Remember, you are sharing
repeaters and local conversations should not tie
up someone else’s repeater.

73
Tom Hartranft KB3ZGF

Upon completion of the conversation you
would sign as always “KB3ZGF is clear”
followed by “and bringing down the link”.
Here again, while holding down the mic button,
press the numbers 7 3. This will bring the node
down.

Tracks Emergencies Using Online Resources
By James L. Ibaugh, AA3C, ARRL T.S.
Earth Alerts is free download software
that tracks emergencies using Internet
resources. This desktop application
monitors the National Weather Service, U.S.

A few things to remember:
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Geological Survey, Home Land Security, the
Smithsonian Institution and many other
agencies, national and regional. It scans the
Internet for earthquakes, tsunamis,
volcanoes, hurricanes, typhoons, tornadoes,
thunderstorms, floods, wildfires, landslides
and man made emergencies & disasters.

tool bar and give you audio or visual alerts
when new hazards occur. You can even have
Earth Alerts send text messages to your
phone or computer email address.

You may select specific natural hazards
or emergencies and select specific regional
or area locations. Examples: Regional =
Pennsylvania, Area = Lancaster County.
There's also a mapping tool for viewing
developing storm and bad weather patterns.
You can get all this information in near realtime alerts!

When downloading Earth Alerts do not use
Super Duper Download Helper -or- WingDing
Download Assistant nor any other third party
download software. They are loaded with
“FREE” coat tail programs, some are malware
or even worse than that, Trojans or virus laden.
Use only “Earth Alerts Software Download”.

Use Windows ZOOM controls [CTRL+] or [CTRL-] for size
change.

A cut down image of “Earth Alerts Web

Version”.

<>The file name is “Setup_EarthAlerts.zip”.
5.159 KB Zip file.
<>Hardware System Requirements:

Before you install “Earth Alerts”, you
may want to check out “Earth Alerts Web
Version”.

•Pentium III processor or better
•1024x768 screen resolution or higher
•5 MB hard disk space

<>Software System Requirements:
•Windows 8 (runs in "Desktop Mode" only),
•Windows 7/Vista/XP; works in both 32-bit
(x86) and 64-bit (x64) versions of Microsoft
Windows. [Works well on my laptop Win7.]
•.NET Framework 3.5: During installation
of Earth Alerts you should automatically be
prompted to download/install the .NET
Framework 3.5 if it doesn't currently exist
on your Windows system. However, if the
Earth Alerts installation process fails and/or
it doesn't prompt you for the .NET
Framework 3.5, you can download it directly
from ^^^ here, free.

Use Windows ZOOM controls [CTRL+] or [CTRL-] for
size.

When you first install Earth Alerts, it will
ask you to name at least one default location.
You don't need to do this to use the
program, but it may help if you want to
track your home location or a family
member's area location.

DISPLAY OF SOME ORGANIZATION

You can set Earth Alerts to hide in the

SOURCES
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general public since 2005. In that time it has
undergone a large number
of significant enhancements.

To use Earth Alerts, you simply select the
specific natural hazards like; earthquakes,
tsunamis, volcanoes, tropical cyclones,
wildfires, landslides, severe weather, local
weather, etc., and the locations that interest
you. The application will then automatically
retrieve the latest information from various
live data feeds available on the Internet and
present it to you in a convenient
arrangement of reports, maps and images.
Earth Alerts has been available to the

This is a very good, near real time, alert
system tool to add to your ARES, RACES,
SKYWARN or other fast response “JUMP
KIT - CYBER PACK”, along with FieldDigi.
73, Jim Ibaugh, AA3C, SK

ON4KST Six Meter Paths 2-10-2015

RADIO CLUB D'HAITI
P.O. BOX 1484, Port-au-Prince, HAITI.
Email : hh2rch@yahoo.com

11 February 2015

Kay C. Craigie, N3KN
President
American Radio Relay League
570 Brush Mountain Road
Blacksburg, VA 24060

Jay Bellows, K0QB
Vice President International Affairs
American Radio Relay League
1925 Bidwell Street
West St. Paul, MN 55118

David Sumner, K1ZZ
Chief Executive Officer
American Radio Relay League
225 Main Street
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Newington, CT, 06111-1494 USA

Dear Mrs. Craigie and Messrs Sumner and Bellows,

Ref: K1N DXPedition to île

de la Navase, Haïti.

Please find attached Conseil National Des Télécommunications (CONATEL) letter dated 11th. of
February 2015 and registered under # CNT/DG-439-15 in which the official status concerning île de la
Navase, Haïti is outlined.
The K1N team has flown from Jamaica to île de la Navase, on board helicopters owned and
operated by Heliodosa, an air charter service based in the Dominican Republic. The group has also utilized
the vessel Electra which has travelled from Florida to Jamaica and on to Navase. We kindly remind you
there are two (2) ports of entry for our territory, and île de la Navase is not one of them
The support of ARRL, the Jamaican Amateur Radio Association, Heliodosa and others to the
K1N team are much appreciated by all the ham radio communities. However, it is our firm belief that this
operation could have, and should have been handled in a manner that properly acknowledges and respects
Haïtian interests.
On 1 February, 2015, K1N web site http://www.navassadx.com/., we read the following report
by Bob K4UEE: “The team on the island reports strong winds, very hot temperature, rats as large as cats,
scorpions, Black Widow spiders, and some Haitians.” They obviously put us in the same category! This
statement, although partially withdrawn after protests were lodged, is an insult to all Haïtians and our
Country.
This affront has been seen and recognized by other members of the amateur radio community.
Attached herewith is a screenshot of a comment made in response to the slur. (Screenshot attached)
Even though we trust that this slight was not intentional, a formal apology is in order. Common courtesy demands
as much. On behalf of Radio Club D'Haïti, I ask that you utilize organization’s substantial power and influence to obtain a
formal retraction and apology. The publicity surrounding the K1N operation has magnified the impact of the statement to
the international amateur radio community. We hope that you understand the gravity of this situation.
With kind regards we await your response and actions. Sincerely,

Jean-Robert Gaillard, HH2JR President

Cc: Jean Marie Guillaume – Directeur Général CONATEL. :Ramon
Santoyo V. – Secretario IARU..
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